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Feedback Control in an Actuated Acoustic Guitar Using Frequency Shifting

Recent work has demonstrated that the classical guitar can be advantageously augmented using a pickup to drive an actuator mounted on the guitar’s back plate, thereby allowing enrichment of the instrument’s timbral palette with audio effect processors in the loop. The feedback problem that results from such setup is similar to that occurring in live music performance setups where the sound of a guitar is amplified using a loudspeaker. In the case at hand measurements of the augmented guitar’s open loop response demonstrate that instabilities are susceptible to first occur from the string’s modes and not from the guitar’s soundbox. In particular, the shape of the magnitude response suggests frequency shifting as a viable solution to string instability. Introduction of an upwards frequency shift in the forward path is proposed as a means for stabilizing the closed loop system. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed solution leads to improved stability even for a modest frequency shift of 3 Hz. The achieved gain margin improvement, which is shown to be of at least 3 dB, then comes at the cost of a clearly perceptible amplitude modulation, which may be acceptable in conjunction with other audio effects chosen by the performer.

0 INTRODUCTION

Acoustic feedback occurs commonly in public address and live music sound systems, when the sound picked up by a microphone is amplified and played through a loudspeaker located in close vicinity to the microphone. A loud howling sound is then often generated. An extensive body of research work addresses this problem, an exhaustive review of which is provided by van Watershoot and Moonen [1]. According to the classification operated in this review, acoustic feedback control techniques can be broadly distinguished according to the way in which they attempt to prevent the occurrence of instability. Specifically, phase-modulating feedback control (PFC) methods [2, 3, 1] smoothen the magnitude of the system’s open loop response, notch-filter-based howling suppression (NHS) methods suppress the howling effect, and adaptive feedback cancellation (AFC) methods decouple the loudspeaker from the microphone by way of estimating the channel.

Frequency shifting (FS), is a special case of the PFC method originally introduced by Schroeder as a solution to the problem of acoustic feedback in public address systems [4–7]. In contrast to other PFC methods, FS generates a single sideband while providing complete carrier suppression [3], which makes it a simple case to interpret technically. A theoretical added gain margin from 4 to 10 dB was derived in the case of single-channel public address systems following statistical properties of the magnitude response of the loudspeaker-to-microphone transmission channel in large rooms [7–9]. This theoretical foundation was later extended by Poletti, with applications to multichannel systems [10], and by Zheng [11] to cases in which the direct transmission path dominates and cannot be neglected. Early on, a detrimental amplitude modulation artifact was identified as a limit to the applicability of the method [7].

Feedback is employed in the field of augmented instruments where it is proposed as a means for augmenting traditional instruments [12, 13]. In the case of the present study, a nylon-stringed classical guitar is augmented with a pickup, a processing, and actuation system comprising a piezoelectric under-saddle pickup, outboard audio effects processing on a PC, an audio amplifier, and a structure-borne sound driver mounted on the guitar’s back plate. The guitar’s design is detailed in a previous publication [14]. The rationale of the setup is to provide a means to utilize electronic sounds in a classical guitar performance, radiating directly from the instrument itself. These sounds can be external to the instrument (sample playback), or processed from the guitar’s signal. In the latter case, a closed signal loop occurs between the pickup and the transducer...
through the instrument’s soundbox and strings, giving rise to instabilities at the string or soundbox’s modes.

The soundbox instability aspect of the problem is particularly undesirable. A similar problem occurs in the case of live amplification of acoustic guitar performances. The sound propagates back towards the guitar’s top plate, which can then enter in resonance to suddenly produce a disturbing feedback sound. Occluding the sound hole of the guitar partially mitigates the feedback problem by way of damping the top plate, but this results in a significant alteration of the instrument’s sound [15]. Recently, active control of the top plate’s modes in real time has been proposed [16, 17].

Regarding the string instability aspect, feedback can potentially bring extended sustain or swelling of the string’s vibration. While the extended sustain effect is a desirable feature of the system under study, the swelling of vibration is detrimental to the instrumentalist’s performance as it builds up uncontrollably into loud narrowband sounds if the offending string is not muted by the player.

The above stability problems are investigated under the formalism of control theory. In particular, the conditions for stability are interpreted from the system’s open loop response in light of the Nyquist criterion. In the case at hand, the transmission path from the actuator towards the backplate, front-plate, bridge, and strings of the instrument is unknown. In particular, the above-mentioned theoretical added gain margin improvement when applying FS in the case of public address systems is not transposable owing to differences in transmission channel from the actuator to the pickup.

Correspondingly, a first contribution of this paper lies in the measurement of the specific open loop response of the actuated guitar setup. In particular, sharp resonance peaks at the string’s modal frequencies are shown to exceed the contribution from the soundbox throughout the frequency range. This result provides evidence that instabilities are susceptible to first occur from the string’s modes and not from the soundbox, which justifies prioritizing the string instability aspect of the problem over that of the soundbox. In particular, the shape of the magnitude response suggests FS as a viable solution to string instability.

A second contribution of this work lies in the application of FS in the forward loop as a means for improving the gain margin before instability of the system. Experiments demonstrate that a modest frequency shift of 3 Hz provides an improvement of at least 3 dB SPL before instability. The resulting amplitude modulation artifact lies under the 4–6 Hz modulation range of the vibrato technique [18]. The amplitude modulation aspect of the vibrato technique is indeed known as its most salient perceptual feature, even more so than pitch modulation [19]. Therefore, a persistent vibrato effect is avoided to the benefit of more subtle amplitude fluctuation artifacts, which ensures wider musical application of the method.

This paper is organized as follows. Sec. 1 presents a linear model of the actuated guitar setup and the conditions for stability under such a linear assumption. Sec. 2 proposes the application of FS as a solution to the problem under study.

Sec. 3 reports the experimental methodology and setup carried out for the system’s open loop measurements and the evaluation of FS as a candidate solution. Sec. 4 reports and discusses the corresponding results. Sec. 5 concludes this paper.

1 LINEAR MODEL

This section presents a linear model of the actuated guitar setup and the conditions for stability under such a linear assumption.

1.1 Feedback Loop

Borrowing from the terminology used in the classical problem of acoustic feedback control for public address systems [1], the actuated guitar setup described above comprises a feedback loop formed by an electroacoustic forward path (potentially nonlinear) and a passive feedback path (assumed linear). In the forward path, the piezoelectric saddle pickup senses vibrations from the string and the resulting audio signal is transformed, amplified, and fed into the contact actuator. In the feedback path, the vibrations induced (by the actuator) at the back plate propagate back towards the saddle pickup and the guitar strings through mechanical and acoustical couplings.

A model of the feedback loop of the actuated guitar setup is given in the block diagram of Fig. 1 (top), in which:

- \( v(t) \) models the pickup signal resulting from a string plucking force, as function of time \( t \);
- \( P \) models the piezoelectric saddle pickup;
- \( D \) models, in continuous time, a signal processing platform including an analog-to-digital converter, digital audio amplification, digital audio effects, and digital-to-analog converter;
- \( A \) models analog amplification, the actuator, and its coupling to the back plate of the guitar;
- \( F \) models the feedback path from back plate to the guitar’s pickup;
- \( u(t) \) models the force signal exerted on the back plate.
Assuming the components of Fig. 1 (top) are linear and time-invariant, the closed loop transfer function of the system can be written as

$$H(s) = \frac{U(s)}{V(s)} = \frac{P(s)D(s)A(s)}{1 - P(s)D(s)A(s)F(s)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \(U\) and \(V\) denote the Laplace transforms of signals \(u\) and \(v\), respectively, and \(s\) denotes the Laplace variable, which is complex-valued.

### 1.2 Nyquist Criterion

The problem introduced above can be expressed as a control problem. Specifically, Eq. (1) can be re-formulated as:

$$H(s) = \frac{-H_0(s)/F(s)}{1 + H_0(s)},$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where

$$H_0(s) = -P(s)D(s)A(s)F(s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

denotes the open loop response of the system following conventional notation in the field of control theory, in which feedback networks are drawn with a negative feedback junction as in Fig. 1 (bottom).

Specifically, we seek to scale the magnitude response of \(H\) upwards by acting on \(D\) without causing instability. Such stability requirement is met when none of the poles of \(H\) lies rightwards of the imaginary axis on the complex \(s\) plane. The Nyquist criterion provides a practical method to study this condition from the open loop response Eq. (3), including gain or phase margins before instability the case being [20].

The open loop system is stable given the definitions provided above for the network’s components. Equivalently, none of its poles lies rightwards of the imaginary axis. In this case, the Nyquist criterion implies that the number of poles of the closed loop system \(H\) lying on the right-hand side of the complex plane is directly given by the number of (clockwise) encirclements of point \(-1\) in the complex plane by the open loop system’s Nyquist plot [20, 21]. Instability thus occurs when at least one encirclement is observed, or equivalently, if at least one point of the Nyquist plot lies on the real axis leftwards of the \(-1\) value [1]:

$$\begin{align*}
\left\{ \begin{array}{c}
|H_0(i2\pi f)| \geq 1, \\
\angle H_0(i2\pi f) = n\pi, \\
n \in \mathbb{Z},
\end{array} \right. 
\hspace{1cm} \text{(4)}
\end{align*}$$

where \(i\) is the imaginary unit and \(f\) denotes frequency in Hz.

### 2 FREQUENCY SHIFTING

This section discusses the application of FS as a feedback control method to the problem under study.

A frequency-shifted discrete-time signal \(y(n)\) can be derived from the sampled pickup signal \(x(n)\) according to [22, 23]:

$$y(n) = 2\Re\{[x(n) \ast h(n)]e^{i2\pi f_{\text{shift}}nT_s}\},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \(n\) denotes the sample index, \(\Re\) the real part, \(\ast\) the discrete-time convolution operator, \(T_s = 1/F_s\) the sampling interval (inverse of sample rate), \(f_{\text{shift}}\) the frequency shift offset in Hz and \(h(n)\) is the impulse response of a complex half-band filter approximating the following ideal frequency response [24]:

$$H_{\text{ideal}}(e^{i\omega}) = \begin{cases} 
1 & 0 < \omega < \pi, \\
0 & -\pi < \omega < 0.
\end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The above frequency response is that of an ideal half-band lowpass filter after a rotation of \(\pi/2\) radians. An implementation of the complex half-band filter can thus be achieved from a half-band low-pass filter prototype \(g(n)\) according to [24]:

$$h(n) = i^n g(n),$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where \(i^n\) carries out the above mentioned \(\pi/2\) rotation in time domain.

When a positive-valued frequency shift is introduced in the feedback loop, frequency components are shifted further to the right in the spectrum with each excursion of the signal around the loop. With each frequency shift, the component is affected by a gain factor that corresponds to the open loop’s magnitude response value at the shifted position. The gain level imparted on an input frequency component \(f_0\) after \(C\) cycles in the loop is thus given by [7]:

$$L(C, f_0) = \sum_{c=0}^{C-1} l(f_0 + cf_{\text{shift}}) \approx C \bar{l}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where \(l(f)\) denotes the open-loop gain in dB, i.e. \(l(f) = 20\log_{10}|H_0(i2\pi f)|\), and \(\bar{l}\) denotes the average open-loop gain.

As \(C\) tends to infinity, the above expression converges and stability is ensured when the average level of the open loop gain lies under 0 dB [7]:

$$\bar{l} < 0.$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Under this condition, FS provides a guarantee of stability for systems with open loop responses reaching beyond the 0-dB threshold locally, provided the magnitude of the response lies under 0 dB globally. Experimental measurements of the system’s open loop response are provided in this work to determine the applicability of FS as a candidate solution for the soundbox instability and string instability problems. In particular, the open loop response is conducted both in muted string and non-muted string configurations. The former allows evaluating FS as a candidate to the soundbox instability problem, while the later allows evaluating FS as a candidate to the string instability problem.

### 3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this experimental study, a classical guitar from Perez was fitted with a Fishman classic 4 preamplifier and piezo-electric saddle pickup. A Tectonic Elements TEAX32C30-4/B actuator was fastened to the back plate using industrial adhesive. The exact positioning of the actuator is pictured
The open loop frequency response estimate is given by:

\[ \hat{H}_0(i\omega) = -\frac{M(i\omega)}{E(i\omega)}, \tag{10} \]

where \( M(i\omega) \) denotes the measured signal provided by the guitar pickup in response to a probe signal \( E(i\omega) \) generated by the signal processing platform \( D \) and fed into the system in open loop state. In practice, an exponential sine sweep method was implemented [25, 26]. This allows to extract the linear contribution of the response and isolate it from eventual mild nonlinearities [27], such as that of the actuator and its coupling to the guitar.

### 3.2 Measurements with Frequency Shifting

A quantitative evaluation of the FS method was conducted as described above using the open E2 configuration of Fig. 2 (bottom right), but in this case with the instrument held by a guitar player sitting in playing stance. Specifically, a plucking force of 10 N was applied on the low E string, perpendicularly from the string in a plane parallel to the top plate. This was realized accurately by way of pulling a thin cotton thread tied to the guitar string approximately 4.5 cm from the bridge. A force meter was used to precisely set the pulling force exerted on the string at which point the thread was burned with a lighter to release the string in a simulated plucking action, following the method taught in [28].

The plucking experiment was carried out with and without FS in the forward path for several loop gain setups. For each experimental condition, the plucking experiment was repeated three times. Each time, the sound radiated by the instrument was captured by a dynamic microphone (Sennheiser e822) placed at a distance of 20 cm in front of the guitar sound hole and recorded. The peak sound pressure level (SPL) was also taken during one plucking experiment using an A-weighted SPL meter. This reading was compared against the maximum of the A-weighted envelope of the corresponding recording so as to derive a calibration offset. In practice, the average A-weighted envelope was computed from the recordings of each experimental condition and adjusted according to said offset to produce the final results.

In particular, the final result comprises SPL curves produced for a reference loop gain level corresponding to the threshold of near instability for the unmodified augmented guitar setup, i.e., MSG without FS. SPL curves were produced with FS from that gain level upwards with a frequency shift in the forward path. In practice, the low-pass half-band prototype filter \( g(n) \) of Eq. (7) was implemented as an 8th order minimum-phase IIR filter so as to minimize the incurred latency. Specifically, an elliptic filter design was used to provide a sharp transition band [24]. The specification for the complex half-band filter is provided in Table 1, along with the corresponding low-pass filter prototype design parameters. The latency incurred by the complex half-band filter lies under 1 ms almost throughout the auditory band with a maximum of 10 ms reached in the vicinity of the filter’s transition bands.
Table 1. Cut-off frequency and stop-band ripple specifications of the complex half-band filter $g(n)$ and low-pass filter $h(n)$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$f_{\text{pass}}$</th>
<th>$\delta_{\text{pass}}$</th>
<th>$f_{\text{stop}}$</th>
<th>$\delta_{\text{stop}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$g(n)$</td>
<td>$\frac{f_s}{4}$</td>
<td>82.4 Hz</td>
<td>6 dB</td>
<td>40 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h(n)$</td>
<td>82.4 Hz</td>
<td>6 dB</td>
<td>0 Hz</td>
<td>40 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 RESULTS

This section presents and discusses the experimental results obtained following the methodology described in the previous section.

4.1 Open Loop Response Measurements

As shown in Fig. 3, the measured open loop magnitude response in muted string configuration and under the specified loop gain setup, lies about 3 dB under the magnitude threshold of Eq. (4) throughout the audio range. Harmonic distortion for the first four distortion terms was found to lie under 7% in the range from 50 Hz to 450 Hz. This low-frequency end dominates the response with three broad maxima located around 73, 122, and 222 Hz respectively. Body modes stability is ensured for increased loop amplification within the above mentioned gain margin of 3 dB, assuming the guitar is maintained in the specified measurement position.

For higher levels of loop amplification, stability could be ensured with proper conditioning of the phase response to avoid meeting both conditions of Eq. (4) at any given frequency. The open loop phase response is given for the low frequency end in Fig. 4 (middle). Unfortunately, the phase wraps several times around the $2\pi$ mark, causing the instability condition of Eq. (4) to be met at each of these $2\pi$ rotations. This results from the propagation time of the signal across the open loop system. In particular, the signal processing chain introduces a delay (latency) of slightly more than 8 ms, as indicated by a dashed line in the open loop impulse response of Fig. 4 (top). However, the propagation time across the soundbox is also significant at low frequencies, as indicated by the slope of the phase response of Fig. 4 (bottom) in which the digital delay has been compensated. It is unclear how the effect of such delays on the phase term could be compensated.

For the same loop gain level, Fig. 5 (top) shows that coupling to the open E2 string introduces harmonic resonances with crossings of the magnitude threshold Eq. (4). As expected, the string resonances are sharp exhibiting a high quality factor. Consequently, the excursion of the phase response around the resonance frequencies is important, as pictured in Fig. 5 (bottom). This leads to a high probability for the phase condition of Eq. (4) to be met despite the relatively narrow bands of the resonance above the magnitude condition, as pictured in Fig. 5 (middle). In the measured case, both conditions for instability Eq. (4) are met around 400 Hz, which corresponds to the fifth harmonic of the
string as the guitar under test was tuned slightly flat with a fundamental at 80 Hz. This matches the frequency of the swelling tone observed by the authors during the calibration process of Sec. 3.1.

In particular, sharp resonance peaks at the strings’ modal frequencies are shown to exceed the contribution from the soundbox throughout the frequency range. This result provides evidence that instabilities are susceptible to first occur from the string’s modes and not from the soundbox, which justifies prioritizing the string instability aspect of the problem over that of the soundbox. In particular, the shape of the magnitude response, exhibiting sharp deviations from the mean, suggests FS as a viable solution to string instability. A detailed view of the resonance peaks is given for the first 15 harmonics in Fig. 6. As pictured, the majority of resonance are narrow with a bandwidth of 1 Hz at most. For these resonances, a frequency shift of corresponding value would suffice to offset any feedback away from the resonance and prevent instability. However, a relatively wide resonance can also be seen in the figure. This requires opting for a higher frequency offset value to maximize the added gain margin. We limit our choice to an offset of 3 Hz so as to prevent the occurrence of a vibrato effect as discussed in the introduction.

4.2 Plucking Experiments without and with FS

The A-weighted SPL delivered by the augmented guitar setup following calibrated plucks of the low E string is reported for different values of the loop gain in Fig. 7(a). Each curve represents an average of three measurements. In this figure, loop gains are given relative to a reference level, i.e., 0 dB, at which the string’s vibration started building up and quickly reached saturation as a result of rattling against the frets. This saturation is apparent in the upper-most SPL curve of the graph. The SPL curves are also reported for lower loop gain levels. In particular, the SPL is shown to decay quickly, when the feedback loop is practically open with a loop gain of −27 dB. A prolonged sustain was observed for an intermediate loop gain level −3 dB under the observed unstable level.

As reported by Fig. 7(b), application of an upwards frequency shift of 3 Hz mitigates the active sustain phenomenon. It can be seen that the SPL curve for loop gains of both 0 dB and 3 dB now decay at a rate comparable to the unmodified augmented guitar setup with lowest loop gain, i.e., of −27 dB, see dotted curve in Fig. 7(b). In other words, when FS is applied, the additional gain now provides an increased SPL but practically no change in the sustain. FS thus provides an additional gain margin before instability, which improves the usability of the augmented guitar setup. However, this improvement comes at the expense of an audible amplitude modulation, which is discussed in the following section.

Fig. 6. Centered peak magnitudes (linear scale) of the first fifteen string resonances in open E2 configuration. The −3 dB mark is indicated by the dotted line.

Fig. 7. Measured average A-weighted SPL of a low E tone played on the augmented guitar, as a function of time for several loop gain setups. Loop gain levels are given relative to that of unstable baseline setup (0 dB). (a) Baseline without FS and (b) with FS using a 3-Hz frequency shift. The low-gain (−27 dB) baseline measurement is reproduced in (b) for comparison.
4.3 Qualitative Evaluation

A qualitative evaluation of the proposed method is provided by recorded performances on the augmented guitar with and without FS. Specifically, four recordings of the first four chords from the song title Where Is My Mind [29] are provided in a companion web page1. The first recording was conducted with the loop gain set to −3 dB below the above-mentioned reference level. At that level, the augmented guitar sound exhibits prolonged ringing of the string but without building up. The second recording was conducted with the loop gain set to the reference level (0 dB). At that level, the guitar sound builds up and saturates at the end of the chord progression. This effect is mitigated in the third recorded example, which was carried out at the same loop gain level (0 dB) but with FS introduced in the forward path. The fourth and last recorded example shows that stability is preserved for even an increased loop gain level (3 dB). These results are coherent with those of Fig. 7.

As can be heard from the third and fourth recordings, an amplitude modulation artifact results from use of FS. This artifact is not negligible when evaluated against the natural sound of the guitar. However, the amplitude modulation can be acceptable in the musical usage of the augmented guitar where other audio effects are also introduced in the forward path.

5 CONCLUSION

In this article we studied the feedback problem occurring when an amplified guitar pickup signal drives an actuator mounted on the back plate of the guitar. The measurements of the system’s open loop response were interpreted in light of the Nyquist stability criterion. Under the reported measurement conditions, instability occurred at modes of the open E2 string for loop gain levels 3 dB lower than that required for instabilities at the soundbox modes.

Frequency shifting was applied to address the string instability problem and was shown to improve the loop gain margin by at least 3 dB, at the expense of an amplitude modulation effect. This artifact was found to be significant, but potentially acceptable, especially within musical context where audio effects are used to enriching the guitar’s tone.
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